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ABOUT THE EUROPEAN TUNNEL SAFETY PROGRAM
In Europe, much of the terrain is mountainous and the use of

road tunnels is a daily fact of life.  In fact, tunnels provide

many of the primary links through the Alps between Italy and

France, as well as to Switzerland.  There are also many road

tunnels across the rest of Italy, including some of the world’s

longest.  Because so much of the population depends on road

tunnels for the daily commute, recent horrific tunnel fires have

hit home for a great many drivers, and greater demands have

been made for increased tunnel safety.    Indeed, a sustained

campaign across Europe in recent years has driven tunnel

safety to the top of the agenda as a key motoring issue,

impacting not only personal safety but also the whole coun-

tries’ transport infrastructure.

Recently, the European Commission of EuroTAP--the Euro-

pean Tunnels Assessment Programme--was established to test

tunnels across Europe, and to make recommendations for

safety systems and procedures.  Among the many measures

identified by EuroTAP was the need for an effective network

of emergency telephones throughout a tunnel.
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THE CHALLENGE
EuropTAP wanted a network created that would not only

provide fast warnings to emergency services in the event

of a fire, but also to provide reliable communications

points for the public in the case of accidents or break-

downs.  The integrity of this SOS telephone system is

critical as mobile telephones are unlikely to work deep in

the heart of a tunnel.  Oftentimes, however, conventional

communications technology has failed as major tunnel ac-

cidents have occurred with none of the emergency tele-

phones working.

To better optimize safety conditions in tunnels, a host of

Italian companies and universities active in ITS research

have focused on developing innovative components and

integrated systems. Much of this work is already coming

to fruition in both new tunnel projects and in reconstruc-

tion projects on existing tunnels.  One example is the

installation of a new VoIP (voice over internet protocol)

emergency telephone network, designed by Italian sys-

tem integrator Fort Fibre Ottiche, using VoIP phones net-

worked with hardened Ethernet switches from

GarrettCom.

THE SOLUTION
The current Forte Fibre Ottiche
project deploys VoIP telephones
along a 3.2km Italian tunnel at 250
meter intervals.  Each telephone is
connected to a GarrettCom Magnum
ES42H Ethernet Edge Switch.  The
ES42H is an industrially hardened
version of the standard Magnum
ES42 Ethernet switch, using high-
grade components and constructed
using a hardened metal case to
deliver absolute reliability in the most
demanding environments.  A key
feature of the ES42H is the use of
patented thermal techniques so that
the units does not require internal
airflow for cooling, allowing them to

be impervious to dust, dirt, moisture,
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ABOUT MAGNUM PRODUCTS

Magnum Edge Switches  offer six switch ports--zero, one, or

two of which may be 100Mb fiber; others are 10/100 copper.

Three models are available for three application environments:

Factory Floor, Premium Outdoor-rated, and Office Grade.  AC

Power is available for all models. Hardened industrial (i.e.

factory floor) and outdoor models also have integral DC ter-

minal blocks and dual-source power features.  The units may

be DIN-Rail, panel mounted, or tray-mounted in the Magnum

MC14-TRAY.  Edge Switches may be ordered concurrently with

the IPS42 Internal Power Supply Chassis.  Edge Switch mod-

els include the ES42 Edge Switches, ESD42 Dual-Homing Edge

Switches, and PES42P PoE Edge Switches.

Magnum 6K Managed Ethernet Switches are highly

configurable switches, providing modular slots for user selec-

tion of 100Mb, 10Mb, or Gigabit Ethernet fiber or copper

ports, and are hardened for use in harsh environments such

as outdoor traffic control boxes.  Power input choices in-

clude AC, 125VDC, 24VDC, -48VDC, and dual DC input for

power redundancy.

ABOUT GARRETTCOM

GarrettCom, Inc. is the leading manufacturer of industrial

networking products. GarrettCom offers a comprehensive line

of hardened industrial routers, Ethernet switches, and serial

products for use in traffic control, industrial, and automation

environments. The company’s management software supports

redundant rings and secure web-based access to local and

remote networks. GarrettCom markets its products through

a network of resellers, OEMs, system integrators, and

distributors worldwide. For more information on GarrettCom

and its products, visit www.GarrettCom.com.

MAGNUM EDGE SWITCHES IN ITALIAN TUNNEL

THE SOLUTION (CONT.)

smoke and insects.  These features make the ES42H an

ideal choice for use in tunnels, and were a key factor in

their selection for this application.  Additionally, the six

port ES42H has two fiber ports--which may be either multi-

or single-mode to cover long and short distances.  For

use in the tunnels, ES42H models were available  for

operating directly off the main power supply.

The switches are linked over fiber on twin ring networks-

-with the VoIP phones divided evenly over the two rings

(see diagram previous page).  Both rings connect

ultimately to a GarrettCom Magnum 6K8 Managed

Ethernet Switch which connects the VoIP phone network

to an IP-PBX (internet protocol private branch exchange),

and from there through a gateway to the normal public

switched telephone network (PSTN).

The hardened Magnum switches ensure the highest

reliability, but the ruggedness of the network is further

enhanced via the use of GarrettCom’s S-Ring technology,

delivering high speed fault detection and correction.  The

S-Ring software runs on the 6K8 switch and monitors the

ES42H switches on the two VoIP telephone rings to ensure

rapid recovery in the event of a network break.  In this

event of a break in the ring, S-Ring acts immediately to

change the ring into two topological strings, ensuring

that there is a data path through the strings.  S-Ring

offers recovery in around 250 milliseconds whereas

commonly used network technologies offer recovery in

about 3 seconds.

THE RESULTS
Work such as providing secure, reliable tunnel
communications links will play an increasingly important
role in improving the safety levels in tunnels.  Today, with
road traffic is increasing exponentially, the potential for
accidents has also increased.  After completing its
inspection of 31 European tunnels, EuroTAP has
concluded that there is still much work to be done across
the entire continent.
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